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SUBJECT:   Declaration   of  Conformity  according  to   EC   Regulation   n.   1907/2006   (R.E.A.Ch.)
(Obligation to communicate information regarding the chemical substances used)

We declare that this company operates in full compliance with the obligations provided by the EC  Regulation n.
1907/2006 (R.EAch.), with particular regard to the provisions of art. 33 about the communication of information
regarding the substances in the articles and by art. 67 relating to the restrictions listed in Annex XVII.
Specifically, we confirm that our company:
• is fiilly aware of the REACH regulation and its obligations.
•  will  take  all  necessary  measures  required  to  ensure  that  all  substances,  preparations  or  items  sold  are  in
compliance with the REACH regulation.
•  will  ensure  that  its  suppliers  and  vendors  have  taken  all  necessary  measures  to  comply  with  the  REACH
regulation.
• will provide all the information necessary to fulfill, if necessary, its obligations to communicate and / or inform
on  extremely problematic substances  (SVHC)  included in the  "candidate list"  of authorization, contained in the
articles supplied

Therefore we declare that in the products that are used by this company for the commissioned workings and that
in all the articles supplied to the company in address

ARE NOT PRESENT
extremely problematic substances as listed in the latest and most updated version of the 'candidate list' published
by ECHA at the following link: httD://echa.europa.eu/chem data/candidate list table en.asp , or in Annex A of the
information letter regarding the  REACH  regulation,  in  a  concentration  higher than  0.1% weight / weight
(Article 33 EC Regulation n ° 1907/2006) -
In  the  case  in  the  products  /  articles  supplied.  if one  or  more  of the  Highly  Problematic  Substances  with  a
concentration higher than 0.1% by weight / weight are present, for these substances this company guarantees
that  it will  immediately inform you  about immediate  effect the  indication  on the  concentration  present  in the
articles and any flirther and detailed information.

Data relating to the company contact for R.E.A.Ch.
Sumame and name: PES DAVIDE
Telephone number:  0439/787548
E-mail address :         infocomm@micrometalsrl.com
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